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Short Description

The Black & Decker PD400LG PivotDriver Two-Position Cordless Screwdriver is an innovative tool that's
perfect for driving screws in tight spaces. With a pivoting design that helps you reach areas other
screwdrivers simply can't, this easy-to-use driver is perfect for professionals and home improvement
enthusiasts who are looking for a reliable, compact, go-anywhere tool.

Description

The Black & Decker PD400LG PivotDriver Two-Position Cordless Screwdriver is an innovative tool that's
perfect for driving screws in tight spaces. With a pivoting design that helps you reach areas other
screwdrivers simply can't, this easy-to-use driver is perfect for professionals and home improvement
enthusiasts who are looking for a reliable, compact, go-anywhere tool.

What makes the PD400LG so versatile is its pivoting design. The two-position handle rotates 180 degrees to
give you easy access to confined areas. The pivoting motion also gives you optimum control and precision, so
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your screws go exactly where want them.

Even though it's amazingly compact, the PD400LG doesn't skimp on power. It operates at 3.6 volts and
provides 180 RPM to drive screws flush. Never too much or too little, the PD400LG always gives you the right
amount of muscle for the job.

Ready When and Where You Need It
Thanks to rechargeable battery technology, the PD400LG offers reliable power when and where you need it.
This cordless screwdriver comes with a charger that's Energy Star rated and is compact enough for easy
storage.

Designed with You in Mind
The PD400LG has numerous features that were designed with your comfort in mind. To start, this
screwdriver is ergonomically designed to feel like a natural extension of your hand. A soft-grip, grooved
handle provides feedback and a signature over-molded surround provides durability and ensures a
controlled grip. What's more, a bottom pivoting trigger with upper hook eliminates finger dragging on the
housing.

And for easy operation in a variety of conditions, this screwdriver features an integrated LED light ring that
helps illuminate dark spaces. Also, on-board storage for the included double-ended bit ensures that you'll
always have the two most common bit sizes available at your fingertips.

Features

4V Lithium power holds a charge up to 18 months
Rotating bit cartridge stores bits and provides easy accessibility
Includes 8 bits for a wide variety of tasks
On-board magnet holds extra screws
LED light to illuminate your work surface. Included Components: Charger, #10 Torque Bit, #20 Torque
Bit, #4 Slotted Bit, #1 Square Bit, #2 Square Bit, #4 Hex Bit, #0 Phillips Head Bit, #2 Phillips Head Bit

 

Specifications

Manufacturer BLACK+DECKER

Part Number BDCS50C

Item Weight 1.41 pounds

Product Dimensions 8.05 x 2.38 x 11.74 inches

Item model number BDCS50C
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Batteries 1 Lithium ion batteries required. (included)

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer No

Color Orange

Style Screwdriver

Voltage 4 Volts

Item Package Quantity 1

Type of Bulb LED

Head Style None

Measurement System Metric

Included Components 1) 4V Rotobit Screwdriver

Batteries Included? Yes

Batteries Required? Yes

Battery Cell Type Lithium Ion

 

Additional Information

SKU BDCS50C

Weight 3.0000

Color Orange

Tool Type Technicians Tools
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